Available in both matte white vinyl and clear polyester options.

These products were specifically designed to work with all iColor transfer printers, and will also work with many popular laser or LED printers - please check with your printer manufacturer for compatibility. Create your own labels or stickers and apply onto a variety of sizes and substrates. Use the entire sheet for one large design, or print several on one sheet and cut manually or with your preferred plotter.
To Avoid Jams:

- Allow your media to acclimatize – do not use the media if just delivered, especially during periods of extreme temperatures or humidity. Allow it to come to room temperature before using.

- Do not print too close to the edges of the media. Leave a border of approximately .5" between your artwork and the edge of the media.

- Be sure to use the suggested paper type and media type before printing.

- Always make sure you select the media size which matches the media being used and is appropriate for your printer.

- IColor 560/540/550 users only – If you are applying the clear polyester media to a very dark or black substrate and the image is not vivid enough, ask your iColor dealer about the glossy specialty toner kit, specifically designed for underprint applications. This special toner will increase the opacity of your print and allow for more white to be printed without washing out the prints.

Also Available:

- Propeel Heavy Stock 52" Banner Paper
- Propeel Waterslide 1-Step for Hard Surfaces
- Propeel Glitter 2-Step Paper (A & B)
- Propeel Hard Surface Transfer Paper 8.5" x 11"
- Propeel High Quality Laser Temporary Tattoo Paper 10pk
- Propeel 2 Step Transfer Paper for Dark and Light Textiles
- Propeel 1-Step paper for Ceramic, Glass and Acrylic Surfaces
- Propeel 1 Step Transfer Paper for White and Light Textiles
- Propeel Wood and Leather Hard Surface 1-Step Transfer Media
- Propeel Magnetic Media Transfer Paper (Clear and White)
- Propeel Window Cling Sheets and Banners